
 

Field Notes for The Week Of 
5-23-2022 

Heading Out! 
 Where did the the time go? The month of May is wrapping up and June is knocking at the door. For many 
producers the week of May 16th through the 21st was a slower week than prefered due to on and off rain showers. 
Precipitation levels did not reach expectations though with parts of the county receiving about 1 inch of rainfall and 
others receiving about .5 or less of precipitation. Even with the rain, there was still quite a bit of field work accomplished 
across the county.  Corn and soybean planting continued with expected 50-60% of the counties corn crop being planted 
and a large percentage emerged and looking really good roaring out of the ground. Soybean planting made great strides 
too, with expected 40% of the counties crop being planted and also emerging very fast. With young crops beginning to 
emerge and take root, make sure to stay diligent in scouting for early season pest that like to munch on young crops. In 
the last week there has been a moderate increase in black cutworm adult moths being caught in servalence traps across 
southern Ohio. Other pest that I have seen in the fields are slugs, wireworm, seed corn maggot, and white grubs.  All of 
these pest can cause major issues when they feed on young sprouted roots or the whole seed. Early season pest can 
hender future plant growth, cause disease, or result in stand loss.  

 On another note, in my trips out in the field this week, I was able to talk to a number of producers having 
expressed concern about forages maturing at a rapid rate and the weather not allowing for proper timing to make hay 
dry. This seems to be like a broken record for many hay makers. Wet spring with with very narrow windows of 
opportunities to make forages at the right moisture levels. Every passing day, forages continue to mature and swich 
modes of growth from folage to seed production.  As plants mature more and more, engery and nutrients are being 
deposited in the seed rather than the forage. Plants will also build more lignin and cell walls will become much thicker to 
support the weight of a seed head, this will equate to less quality and digestibilty. So the question is what can a hay 
producer do to capture as much quality as possible? Here are some considerations and options one can consider when it 
becomes easier for a camel to walk through the eye of a needle than to make quality hay! 

1. Adjust your mower- Setting roller conditioners 
or impellers to crimp or crack 90% of the stems. 
Setting windrows as wide as possible will also 
allow for more sunlight to cover the plant 
material and allow better air flow. 

2. Consider dessicant- Desiccants that contain 
potassium carbonate or sodium carbonate 
applied at mowing have been shown to speed up 
the drying process. Dessicants work best when 
the sun shines and humidity levels are lower. 

3. Ring it out- Tools such as tedders can be very effective to speed up drying time, especially when the ground is 
moist. It is recommended to ted shortly after mowing and then again, the next day or 24 hours later. When 
tedding, avoid speeding, the goal is to spread the forage out slower.  Ground speed and higher rpms allow for 
wider spreading and easier raking in the future. 

4. Watch the sketchy stuff- We all do it, rushing the bailing process can be extremely risky not only for quality 
reasons but safety reasons too. Investing in moisture probe and keeping a close eye on stored forages that 
might be a little on the wet side can prevent quality loss and the risk of fire. Preservatives that contain propionic 
acid can be used to preserve hay in storage but be aware that preservatives are very caustic and can decrease 
the life of equipment. If hay is made above 25% moister preservative are less effective, so be patient! 


